New Products

Released for the Market Now

Stainless Steel Turbine Pump Column
After only 6 years there are holes appearing in your pump column,
by replacing it with stainless column you should never have to worry about
it again. In most cases the cost of the replacement column is only double
the cost of steel, with it outlasting steel by more than 10 times,
the pay back period is relatively quick.

PVC Caps
These caps will suit the Water Driller, Sandspear Installer,
There are a variety of caps to suit your specific requirements.
If you require a cap to suit large pipe Deps can help you to
meet these requirements.
Caps come from 15mm up to 375mm plus.

Dome Cap

Bronze Discharge Column Flange
and Stainless Column with a
bronze joiner

PVC Lockable cap specially
made by Deps to suit 300mm
Pipe

Bullet cap
Snap cap

www.deps.com.au

Easy Drill

Released for the Market Now

Need to Drill Horizontal? You have a Excavator, then the Easy Drill may be the machine that
suits your requirements. It’s a small machine that packs the power of a machine much
larger.
Why spend hundreds of thousands of dollars when you can purchase a Easy Drill for under
$100,000
Capabilities - 3628 kg of Thrust 4764 kg of Pull back 360 Deg Launch Angle ( No other
machine has this.)
Will fit into the smallest pit.

Who uses this machine?
This simple to use machine was decsigned for anyone who is in the HDD Market.
Where this machine really stands out is in the area of Fibre optic Broadband, Electricity cable
laying, gas pipes and drainage. Specially where these facilities need to be installed in
Suburbia where there is little room for large machines and huge pits needed to be dug.

Solving your Piping, Drilling and Drainage Challenges with Trust and Integrity

DEPS Products and Capabilities:
* Slotting
* Pumps
* Turning
* Welding
* Drilling
* Designing
* Relining
* Casing
* Screens

* Threading
* Cuttings
* Fabricating
* Pipe Testing
* Perforating
* Drawings
* Pipe fittings
* Water treatment
* Pump Spares

1300 133 000
askus@deps.com.au
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